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Lunar, Stellar, and Planetary Pairings
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn…Oh My!
Mars Opposition on July 27th
Mag -2.8 and 24.3” Mars on July 31st!
Perseids on a Moonless Night
Observer’s Highlight Calendar for Clear Skies
Month Date

Time/Direction

July
July

19
20

2:52 pm CDT
After sunset – SW

July

24

After sunset - SSE

July
July
July
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

27
27
27
1+
4
11
12 & 13

12:01 am CDT
3:20 pm CDT
After sunset - SE
Dusk – SE, S, W
1:18 pm CDT
4:58 am CDT
After midnight - NNE

Aug

14

Dusk – WSW

Event
First Quarter Moon
A waxing gibbous Moon, Jupiter, α Librae, and β Librae get
close
A waxing gibbous Moon and Saturn get close above the
Sagittarius ‘teapot’
Mars reaches opposition
Full Moon
The Full Moon and Mars are in conjunction
Four planets span the lower sky: Mars, Saturn, Jupiter, Venus
Last Quarter Moon
New Moon
The Perseid meteor shower peaks on the 12th after midnight
and should still be visible on the 13th after midnight.
A waxing crescent Moon and Venus are a pretty sight

Solar System Roundup
Mercury is fading, heading for its 08/09 inferior conjunction with the Sun.
Venus is brilliant in the western sky before and after sunset.
Earth still spins, and we are still here to marvel at the wonders of our universe.
The Moon slides through the southern/western constellations and makes a few nice
parings with Saturn, Jupiter, and Venus
Mars is heading for opposition, and conjunction with a full Moon on July 27th and will be
over 24” in apparent diameter…its best view since 2003
Asteroid(s) Vesta is in Ophiuchus heading SW, then S, then SE as July rolls into August
Jupiter is rising before 9pm now and is a beauty!
Saturn rises after sunset and is a beauty in the eyepiece
Uranus rises in the early evening and is in Aries
Neptune rises in the early evening and is in Aquarius
Comet(s) 21P/Giacobini-Zinner, currently at 10th magnitude, is a short period (6.6 year)
comet and is in Cepheus. It’s heading NE and will make a loop in August, sliding ESE
between Cassiopeia and Camelopardalis
Convenient ISS Viewing for New Braunfels (works for Canyon Lake too)
Date
07/19
07/21
07/22

Start Time
22:05:25
21:58:14
21:05:35

07/24
08/08
08/09
08/10
08/11
08/12
08/13

20:58:28
20:52:04
21:35:37
20:43:22
21:27:20
20:34:51
21:19:29

Start Location
Travel
SW
High from SW to NE
W
Along the horizon from W to NNE
WSW
Higher along the horizon from WSW to
NE
W
Along the NW horizon from W to NNE
NNW
Along the horizon from NNE to E
NW
High from NW to SE
NNW
From NNW to ESE
NW
In the W sky from NW to S
NW
High (crosses the zenith) NW to SE
WNW
Low on the horizon WNW to S, passing
close to a young Moon and Venus

My Observing Pick: Serpens
This serpent, split in two by Ophiuchus, is an oddball among constellations. Well, maybe not too odd, as
Ophiuchus is the “Serpent – Bearer”. According to illustrations and lore, the serpent passes behind one of
Ophiuchus’s legs, creating the split. Caput is its head and Cauda is the tail. That all works neatly. So,
Ophiuchus (the Greek healer Asclepius) attacked the snake but another snake comes along and sprinkles some
“revival herb” on it, and it recovers. After seeing this, Asclepius adopts the revival herb technique for humans.

Name

Object Type

M5

Globular
About 6° SW of α Serpentis
Cluster
Diffuse
About 10° S of η Serpentis
Nebula and
Open Star
Cluster

M16
IC 4703

NGC 6604

Open Star
Cluster

Location

About 2° N of M16

Description
Large and bright – pretty
An active star forming region called the Eagle
Nebula, it is a large, diffuse emission nebula.
Contains the “Pillars of Creation”. The
associated open star cluster is superimposed
on the nebula.

Mars at Opposition
On July 27th, 2018 Mars will arrive at opposition and coincidentally be just about as close to us as possible. It
will actually hit its close point on the 31st, just a little past opposition. The last time this coincidence occurred,
in 2003, it was even a bit closer and, well, it was spectacular! I was still working then and traveling a lot. No
matter, I took my telescope with me on the road and set up in a Holiday Inn parking lot in Baton Rouge, LA.
Had a mini star party…a Mars party, as hotel guests and others gathered to see what I was looking at.
So…what is opposition?
Opposition describes the position of an object in our sky, typically a planet beyond Earth’s orbit, with
reference to the Sun’s position in our sky. Even though it is not a planet, the Moon can be used as an
example. When the Moon is full it is at opposition, in the opposite side of the sky as the Sun. The Moon is
rising in the east as the Sun is setting in the west. Yes, the Moon does get a little beyond Earth’s orbit for part
of its monthly trip around us. The inner planets Venus and Mercury do not reach opposition because they are
always in the same side of the sky as the Sun.
Back to Mars, it will NOT appear as big as the full Moon in our sky. It would have to be much closer (about
seventy-five times closer) to achieve that apparent size. So, during this opposition, a telescope at a
magnification of 75x will make Mars appear as large in the eyepiece as we see the full Moon with our naked
eyes.
We humans have had a keen interest in Mars from before the development of telescopes. It was treated as a
god in both Greek and Roman cultures. The Greeks called it Ares and the Romans called it Mars, both gods of
war but differing in their character. In Greek literature Ares was destructive and destabilizing, but the Romans
presented Mars as a means of securing peace through warfare. For both the ruddy appearance of Mars
represented bloodshed.
With the advent of telescopes Mars became a centerpiece for astronomers. Its enigmatic surface features
that change seasonally, especially its north and south polar ice caps, became a source of speculation about the
prospect of life there. We now have evidence that water probably flowed on Mars long ago but no smoking
gun for life yet.
NASA and private space companies are planning a human trip to Mars. Any volunteers? Oh yeah, it might be
a one-way trip.

What’s in the Sky?
Mars of course! At opposition on the 27th and at its largest on the 31st. Bright and bold rising in the southeast
after sunset.
Bonus: There will be a full Moon accompanying Mars on the 27th. Two oppositions for the price of one.

Opportunities for NBAC Reach out
• New Braunfels and Guadalupe Master Naturalists
The New Braunfels and Guadalupe Master naturalists do not have any lectures on the night
sky. Astronomy is in their curriculum, but they have no one to present. They are looking for
someone to present a 45-minute talk + 15 minute Q&A at one of their monthly meetings.
New Braunfels: lindheimermn@gmail.com
Guadalupe: txmn.org/guadalupe/

Coming up: OUR 231st ASTRONOMY CLUB MEETING
Thursday, August 16th, 2018, from 7 – 9:00 p.m., held in the conference room of TJ’s restaurant on Loop
Road (337). Have dinner, snack, dessert, and/or a beverage if you like.
The New Braunfels Astronomy Club can be reached at www.astronomynbtx.org
Eric Erickson

ewandnl@yahoo.com

